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Abstract: In this study, the effects of dielectric substrate thickness and the dielectric loss tangent on the absorption
spectrum are investigated parametrically in S-band. The study has been conducted on two different absorber topologies,
one is closed ring resonator (CRR) and the other is composed of a split ring resonator (SRR), to observe the effects on
both LC- and dipole-type resonances. The studies on the substrate thickness have been performed both numerically and
experimentally, whereas the studies on the dielectric loss tangent have been performed numerically. The results agree
with the literature such that the substrate thickness has significant effects on the resonant frequency and the absorption
peak level which is explained by the impedance matching phenomenon. Besides, we show that the frequency shift
behavior (i.e. redshift or blueshift) in response to substrate thickness change highly depends on the coupling between
the resonator structure and the metallic ground plane. Moreover, the responses of absorption spectra to the changes of
substrate thickness and dielectric loss are very similar whether it is due to an LC or a dipole-type resonances. We believe
that the comprehensive and systematic parametric analyses in whole contributes to the literature especially considering
the experimental studies in microwaves.

Key words: Metamaterial absorber, absorption peak level, LC resonance, dipole resonance, impedance matching

1. Introduction
Together with the increased trend on metamaterial studies [1–5], design and applications of metamaterial-based
absorbers have become a popular research topic [7–52, 56, 57]. Therefore, a significant number of studies have
been proposed on metamaterial based absorber designs at microwave [7–22, 25–28, 37–41], terahertz [23–25, 29–
35, 43–51], far-infrared [42], midinfrared [25, 52], nearinfrared [25, 36, 56, 57], visible [25, 36] and ultraviolet
[36] regions so far. Herein, the absorption (A) is defined by (1) [6–10, 14–20, 29–36].

A = 1− |S11|2 − |S21|2 , (1)

where |S11|2 is the reflectance and |S21|2 is the transmittance [6–10, 14–20, 29–36]. When the absorber is
terminated by a metallic ground plane, the transmittance will be zero and the absorption will take a simpler
∗Correspondence: evrenekmekci@sdu.edu.tr
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form regarding only the reflectance terms as given in (2) [7–14, 22, 24, 29, 31–36].

A = 1− |S11|2 (2)

It should be borne in mind and be careful that both |S11|2 and |S21|2 may be composed of co- and
crosspolarization terms depending on the absorber design [53–55].

In (1), the reflectance and transmittance values are desired to be eliminated to achieve highest possible
absorption levels within the targeted frequency range. To eliminate the reflection, an impedance matching
is performed between the metamaterial absorber and the propagation medium (i.e. mostly free-space) [8–
11, 20–23, 25, 29–32, 35, 42, 43]. On the other hand, using a metallic ground plane at the bottom of the
metamaterial structure is one of the most common ways in the literature to eliminate the transmission. This
approach commonly yields a sandwiched structure composed of a metallic resonator, a dielectric substrate, and
a metallic ground plane [7–21, 28–34, 40–46, 52–55]. Rather than using an all-metallic ground plane, there are
some engineered approaches presented in the literature to eliminate transmissions such as taking the cumulative
effects of both dielectric and magnetic losses together [47] or using an all-dielectric resonator with merged
resonance modes which yield minimized reflectance and transmittance at the resonance region [6, 23, 27].

Within the scope of the studies to explain the working principles of resonator-based absorbers; there
are a large number of articles in the literature considering the effects of the dielectric material losses on the
absorption spectra [6, 12–17, 21–24, 31–33, 41–47]. Specifically, by considering their design, some of the studies
conclude that increasing the dielectric loss increases the absorption level [14, 16, 41, 45–47], some of them state
that the dielectric losses do not have significant effect on the absorption level [17, 22, 43, 44], another group
of them demonstrate that increasing dielectric losses reduces the absorption level [13, 31, 33, 49], and the rest
of them report that increasing dielectric losses increases the absorption level at the first stage than its further
increase decreases the absorption level [6, 12, 15, 21, 23, 24, 26, 32, 42]. In addition to the dielectric loss, there
are various reported findings regarding the effect of dielectric material thickness on the absorption spectrum
[9–12, 17, 21, 25–29, 34, 35, 42–45, 50–52]. In more detail, references [9] and [17] present that the increase
in dielectric material thickness decreases the absorption level, while references [9, 17, 25, 45, 52] present the
opposite of this finding, i.e. they state that increasing dielectric material thickness increases the absorption level
at the resonance frequency. Lastly, references [10–12, 21, 27–29, 34, 35, 39, 42, 50, 51] reveal that the absorption
level increases with the dielectric thickness at the first stage and may decrease if the dielectric thickness increases
further. On the other hand, if we consider the frequency behavior, increasing substrate thickness mostly reported
to yield a redshift [10–12, 17, 28, 29, 34, 35, 42, 44, 50, 51] in the resonance frequency; however, there are some
reported counterparts with blueshifts [10, 21, 39, 52]. To summarize the observations from the closely related
literature, regarding the resonator-based absorber designs, Table 1 presents a detailed comparison table. The
vast amount of the studies is conducted in a free-space medium and there are limited numbers of experimental
work. The use of microwave waveguide setup along with the experimental studies distinguishes this study from
the other studies discussed in Table 1. Considering the above discussed literature, we believe that this study
contributes to the following aspects:

•A very early waveguide simulation results regarding only the CRR topology having different metallic
design parameter values were presented in a national conference in Turkish by the same authors [21]. However,
this study is a significantly extended version including newer design parameters, newer parametric substrate
thickness values, experiments, literature comparison, comparing the waveguide simulation results with the
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results obtained by free-space simulations, impedance calculations, and finally parametric analyses regarding
the investigations of coupling between the resonator and the ground plane.

•We performed a series of numerical and experimental analysis in a rectangular waveguide medium on
both closed ring resonator (CRR) and split ring resonator (SRR) based absorbers, separately to clarify the
effects of substrate thickness and substrate losses on the absorption spectra. Studying CRR and SRR in the
same study as a comparative way demonstrated that the responses of absorption spectra to the changes of
substrate thickness and dielectric loss were very similar whether it was due to an LC or a dipole-type resonance.
In this concept, including experimental analyses, especially by using a waveguide test environment in microwave,
contributes to the literature.

•In the literature, the resonance frequency of the absorber mostly redshifts in response to the increased
substrate thickness [10–12, 17, 28, 29, 34, 35, 42, 44, 50, 51]. There are limited number of studies that presents
blueshift [10, 21, 39, 52]. In this study, we firstly presented blueshifts in both simulations and experiments for
two different resonator topologies. Following, for our designs, we demonstrated with further analyses that the
redshift/blueshift behavior is dependent on the coupling between the resonator and the ground plane.

2. Design

In this study, the designed metamaterial absorber structures consist of sandwich-type topology, which includes
a metallic (i.e. copper) resonator at the top, a dielectric substrate in the middle and a full metallic ground
plane at the bottom. As an illustration, a schematic side view of a sandwich-type absorber is demonstrated in
Figure 1a. The absorber designs (i.e. CRR and SRR based absorbers) were realized by using Arlon AD300A
laminate which had t = 0.035 mm thick copper (i.e. σcu = 5.8×107 S/m) layers on both faces which sandwiched
a ddiel thick dielectric layer whose dielectric constant was εr = 3 and dielectric loss tangent was tanδ = 0.002
at 10 GHz. Various numbers of ddiel values were studied to reveal the effect of the dielectric material thickness
on the absorption. The studied ddiel values for the S-band waveguide analyses were 0.508 mm, 0.762 mm, 1.016
mm, 1.524 mm, and 2.540 mm for CRR based absorbers. On the other hand, they were 0.762 mm, 1.016 mm,
1.524 mm, 2.540 mm, and 3.048 mm for SRR based absorbers. Moreover, since it was not possible for us to find
a specific type of substrate material with different dielectric loss tangent values physically (i.e. having same εr ,
same ddiel however different tanδ ), the dielectric loss analyses had been conducted numerically by the choice
of tanδ as a variable.

The schematic top views and the design parameters of the CRR and SRR based sandwich-type absorbers
are shown in Figures 1b and 1c, respectively. The design parameters and their corresponding values are tabulated
in Table 2. Supporting, Figures 2a and 2b show the top view photographs of the fabricated CRR and SRR
based S-band absorbers on various substrates, respectively. As an illustration, side view photographs of the
fabricated CRR and SRR based absorbers are shown in Figures 2c and 2d, respectively. It is important to note
here that during the conceptualization, deciding to work on two different resonator topologies (i.e. CRR and
SRR) is mainly due to reveal the response of absorption spectrum to the changes in ddiel and tanδ depending
on the resonance type (i.e. LC or dipole resonance).

For the fabrication process, since we had Arlon AD300A with substrate thicknesses of 0.508 mm, 0.762
mm, 1.016 mm, and 1.524 mm available in our laboratory, the dielectric thickness of 2.540 mm was obtained by
stacking two substrates with the thicknesses of 1.016 mm and 1.524 mm on top of each other. In more detail, the
CRR or SRR which were formed on a 1.016-mm thick substrate without a metallic ground plane were attached
to a 1.524-mm thick substrate having a blank top surface and a metallic ground plane at the bottom. The
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Table 1. Comparison table regarding the closely related literature. In the absorption peak amplitude trend (Abs. Peak
Amp. Trend) column: A refers that as the substrate thickness increases, the absorption peak first increases and then
begins to decrease. B refers that as the substrate thickness increases, the absorption peak increases. C refers that as the
substrate thickness increases, the absorption peak decreases. D refers that as the substrate loss increases, the absorption
peak first increases and then begins to decrease. E refers that as the substrate loss increases, the absorption peak
increases. F refers that as the substrate loss increases, the absorption peak decreases. Finally, G refers no significant
change. In the absorption peak frequency trend (Abs. Peak Freq. Trend) column: As the substrate thickness increases,
BS refers to blueshift, and RS refers to redshift.

Ref Freq.
region

Test
setup

Resonator
type

Substrate
parameter
under test
(P: parametric)

Abs.
Peak
Amp.
Trend

Abs.
Peak
Freq.
Trend

Test method
(Sim.: simulation Exp.: experiment,
Int.: interference,
TLM: transmission line model)

This
work

µW Waveguide Metallic Thickness (P) A BS Sim., Exp.
Loss (P) D - Sim

[6] µW Waveguide All-dielectric Loss (P) D - Sim.
[10] µW Free-space Metallic Thickness (P) A BS or RS Sim.
[11] µW Free-space Metallic Thickness (P) A RS Sim.

[12] µW Free-space Metallic Thickness (P) A RS Sim.
Loss (P) D - Sim.

[13] µW Free-space Metallic Loss (P) F - Sim.
[15] µW Free-space Metallic Loss (P) D - Sim.

[17] µW Free-space Metallic Thickness (P) B or C RS Sim.
Loss (on/off) G - Sim.

[21] µW Waveguide Metallic Thickness (P) A BS Sim.
Loss (P) D - Sim.

[22] µW Free-space Metallic Loss (on/off) G - Sim.
[23] THz Free-space All-dielectric Loss (P) D - Sim., Exp.
[26] µW Free-space Metallic Loss (P) D - Sim.
[27] µW Free-space All-dielectric Thickness (P) A - Sim.
[28] µW Free-space Metallic Thickness (P) A RS Sim.
[29] THz Free-space Metallic Thickness (P) A RS Int. method
[31] THz Free-space Metallic Loss (P) F - Sim.
[32] THz Free-space Metallic Loss (P) D - Sim.
[33] THz Free-space Metallic Loss (P) F - Sim.
[34] THz Free-space Metallic Thickness (P) A RS Sim., Exp., Int. method
[35] THz Free-space Metallic Thickness (P) A RS Int. method
[39] µW Free-space Metallic Thickness (P) A BS Sim.
[41] µW Free-space metallic Loss (P) E - Sim.

[42] THz Free-space Metallic Thickness (P) A RS Sim., TLM
Loss (P) D - Sim., TLM

[43] THz Free-space Metallic Thickness (P) G - Sim.
Loss (on/off) G - Sim.

[44] THz Free-space Metallic Thickness (P) G RS Sim.
Loss (on/off) G - Sim.

[49] THz Free-space Metallic Loss (P) F - Sim.
[50] THz Free-space Metallic Thickness (P) A RS Sim., Exp., Int. method, TLM
[51] THz Free-space Metallic Thickness (P) A RS Sim., Exp., Int. method
[52] THz Free-space Metallic Thickness (P) B BS Sim.

attachment was performed by thin adhesive tapes at the edges to avoid air gaps in between the layers. A similar
procedure was applied to obtain the dielectric thickness of 3.048 mm for the SRR case. Herein different than
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Figure 1. (a) A schematic side view of a sandwich-type absorber. Schematic top views and the design parameters of
(b) CRR and (c) SRR based absorbers.

Table 2. The design parameters of the absorber structures.

Structure Design parameters (mm)
Ph Pv Lh Lv w g

CRR 72 34.036 20 20.3 2.1 -
SRR 72 34.036 14 14.2 5.1 0.95

Figure 2. Photographs of the fabricated S-band structures with various dielectric thicknesses for the waveguide setup
characterizations. (a) Top views of CRR based absorbers, (b) top views of SRR based absorbers, (c) side views of CRR
based absorbers, and (d) side views of SRR based absorbers.

2.540-mm case, a 0.508-mm thick only dielectric layer, which was formed by removing the copper layers of 0.508
mm thick substrate on both faces, was sandwiched by the 1.016-mm and 1.524-mm thick dielectric layers. In
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other words, the overall structure consisted of an SRR on a 1.016-mm thick dielectric, 0.508-mm thick dielectric,
and finally a 1.524-mm thick dielectric with a metallic ground at the bottom. Like the 2.540-mm case, these
separately fabricated layers were attached to each other by thin adhesive tapes at the edges. The effects of the
adhesive tapes and the tiny interlayer air gaps which possibly occur due to the imperfect flatness of each layer
were neglected in the simulations.

3. Simulation and experiment setups

In this study, the numerical analyses of the absorber designs were performed by CST Studio Suite® under
frequency domain solver1 by using either the S-band rectangular waveguide setup as shown in Figure 3a or the
free-space setup based on the usage of unit-cell boundary conditions as shown in Figure 3b. The free-space
setup uses unit-cell boundary conditions together with two floquet ports. This CST setup provides excitation
of periodic structures by plane waves in free-space by using a unit-cell design 2. On the other hand, the
experimental analyses were conducted using an S-band waveguide setup (i.e. the experimental equivalent of
the setup given in Figure 3a) whose photograph is shown in Figure 3c. Herein, two S-band rectangular hollow
waveguide straights were connected to an Agilent FieldFox N9926A vector network analyser through WR-284
coaxial-to-waveguide adapters at each end. During the measurements, the absorber structures were placed in the
28.6-mm long sample holder (i.e. λ/4 spacer). A larger photograph of the sample holder is shown in Figure 3d
where a CRR based absorber unit cell was placed as an example. The measurement setup was calibrated by
using the thru-reflect-line (TRL) calibration technique where the edges of the sample holder were set as the
reference planes.

Figure 3. (a) The CST Studio Suite S-band waveguide simulation setup. (b) The CST Studio Suite free-space simulation
setup by using unit-cell boundaries. (c) WR-284 experiment setup. (d) Absorber unit-cell in S-band sample holder.

1CST Studio Suite®, Dassault Systèmes, the 3DEXPERIENCE® Company (online) Website https://www.3ds.com/products-
services/simulia/products/cst-studio-suite/ [accessed 16 April 2022].

2foot1
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In both the rectangular waveguide simulations and experiments, the structures were excited by funda-

mental TE10 mode, where the propagation vector −→
k was along z axis, the electric field vector −→

E was along y

axis and magnetic field vector −→
H was approximated to be only along x axis, since z components of the −→

H field
did not play a crucial role in the excitation of the resonator, due to the fact that the resonator was placed in
the middle of the waveguide crosssection [1, 2, 6, 16, 18, 19]. On the other hand, in the free-space simulations,

the structures were excited by plane waves 3. For the copolarization excitations the propagation vector −→
k was

along z axis, the electric field vector −→
E was along y axis, and magnetic field vector −→

H was along x axis.

4. Results
4.1. Effects of dielectric material thickness on the absorption spectrum

The simulation and the experiment results of CRR and SRR based absorbers by using rectangular waveguide
setups for various ddiel values are shown in Figure 4. For all cases, it has been observed that f0 increases
as ddiel gets higher. In addition, the absorption peak value firstly tends to increase as ddiel increases from
0.508 mm to 1.016 mm then it starts to decrease dramatically as ddiel gets higher values for the CRR based
absorber case (see Figures 4a and 4b). Moreover, the absorption peak value becomes almost unity at 2.801 GHz
in simulations and at 2.826 GHz in experiments when ddiel = 1.016 mm. On the other hand, a very similar
behavior is observed for SRR based absorber as shown in Figures 4c and 4d. For this case, the absorption peak
value starts to increase as ddiel increases from 0.762 mm to 1.524 mm then it tends to decrease dramatically as
ddiel increases. Finally, the absorption peak value for this case becomes almost unity for ddiel = 1.524 mm at
3.134 GHz in simulations and at 3.146 GHz in experiments.

Figure 4. The absorption spectra of the S-band structures obtained for different dielectric thicknesses by the waveguide
setups. (a) CRR based absorber simulation, (b) CRR based absorber experiment, (c) SRR based absorber simulation,
and (d) SRR based absorber experiment.

The behavior which is observed from the simulation and the experiment results are very similar. In
terms of f0 , the highest percentage error between the experimental and the simulation results is only 0.89% for

3foot1
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CRR based absorbers, and 1.35% for SRR based absorbers. These percentage errors and the other affordable
discrepancies observed on the spectra may be due to fabrication errors (i.e. imperfect resonator dimensions),
nonideal material electric and dielectric properties, tiny air gaps between dielectric layers which may possibly
occur in the layered designs (i.e. 2.540 mm and 3.048 mm thick dielectric cases) and possible imperfections in
the experimental setup.

In Figure 4, the dependence of absorption peak value on ddiel may be explained by the impedance
matching mechanism. To do that the normalized impedance z̃ (ω) can be calculated by (3) [5, 24, 45, 48].

z̃ (ω) =

√
(1 + S11)

2 − (S21)
2

(1− S11)
2 − (S21)

2 (3)

As we have a complete metallic ground in our design, S21 term will be zero, therefore (3) will take a
simpler form as given in (4) [24, 48].

z̃ (ω) =
(1 + S11)

(1− S11)
(4)

Based on (4), the complex normalized impedances of the absorbers regarding the waveguide simulation
results are presented in Figures 5a and 5b for CRR based absorbers and in Figures 5c and 5d for SRR based
absorbers. Figure 5 reveals that changing the substrate thickness affects z̃ (ω) significantly which means that the
impedance matching between the guiding medium and the absorber structure is affected. Therefore, different
levels of absorption values are observed in Figure 4 due to the change in substrate thickness.

Figure 5. The complex normalized impedances for several dielectric thicknesses calculated by the S-parameters obtained
by waveguide simulation setup. (a) Real part for CRR based absorber, (b) imaginary part for CRR based absorber, (c)
real part for SRR based absorber, and (d) imaginary part for SRR based absorber.
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4.2. Effects of dielectric material loss on the absorption spectrum

To complete the picture, the effects of the dielectric material loss tangent (i.e. tanδ ) on the absorption spectrum
have been studied considering the substrate thickness ddiel and the resonator type. On this aim, the absorption
spectra have been numerically calculated at seven different values of tanδ , ranging from 0 to 0.04, with three
different ddiel values for each resonator type (i.e. ddiel = 0.762 mm, 1.016 mm, and 1.524 mm for CRR based
absorber and ddiel = 1.016 mm, 1.524 mm, and 2.540 mm for SRR based absorber). The results are given
in Figure 6. As the main observation, f0 is not significantly affected by the change of tanδ , however the
absorption peak level is. In more detail, among the tanδ values under investigation, CRR based absorbers get
their highest absorption levels (i.e. almost unity) for tanδ values that are 0.0015, 0.0015, and 0.0065 with ddiel

values that are 0.762 mm, 1.016 mm, and 1.524 mm, respectively. Similarly, SRR based absorbers reach almost
unity absorption levels for tanδ values that are 0, 0.0015 and 0.0065 with ddiel values that are 1.016 mm, 1.524
mm, and 2.540 mm, respectively. Moreover, the absorption peak levels do not take their minimum values as
tanδ reaches to 0.04 value for all cases. This is an important indicator showing that the absorption peak level
is not always directly proportional with tanδ .

Figure 6. Absorption spectra of several designs depending on tanδ obtained by waveguide simulations. (a) CRR based
absorber for ddiel 0.762 mm, (b) CRR based absorber for ddiel 1.016 mm, (c) CRR based absorber for ddiel 1.524 mm,
(d) SRR based absorber for ddiel 1.016 mm, (e) SRR based absorber for ddiel 1.524 mm, (f) SRR based absorber for
ddiel 2.540 mm.

One of the outcomes of this study is to demonstrate that the behavior observed in the absorption spectrum
is not dependent on whether the resonance type is an LC or a dipole. In literature SRR type resonators are
commonly used to excite LC type resonances [3, 4, 40] and CRR type resonators are used to excite electrical
dipole resonances [14, 16, 46]. To support these findings, the surface current plots on the SRR (ddiel = 1.524
mm and tanδ = 0.002) and the CRR (ddiel = 1.016 mm and tanδ = 0.002) based absorbers at their resonance
frequencies are plotted in Figure 7 by using waveguide simulation setup. In Figure 7a, two parallel current flows
having same directions are obviously observed at the vertical arms of the CRR which indicates the presence of
a dipole resonance [14, 16, 46, 49]. On the other hand, the circulating current density along the SRR plane
in Figure 7b reveals the existence of the excited LC resonance [3, 4, 40, 49]. In both CRR and SRR cases,
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the surface current densities on the resonator plane and the corresponding surface current densities on the
ground plane are in opposite directions. It has been reported in literature that these opposite current densities
constitute magnetic dipoles [14, 19, 31, 35].

Figure 7. The surface current plots on (a) CRR (ddiel = 1.016 mm and tanδ = 0.002) and (b) SRR (ddiel = 1.524
mm and tanδ = 0.002) based absorbers at their resonance frequencies obtained by waveguide simulation setup.

4.3. Effects of ground plane coupling on the absorption spectrum
An important part of the close literature reports redshifts in the resonance frequencies in response to increased
substrate thickness [11, 12, 17, 28, 29, 34, 35, 42, 44, 50, 51]. However, albeit limited, there are also studies that
report blueshift supporting our findings [10, 39, 52]. To clarify this difference, we studied on the CRR and SRR
based absorbers adhering to the design parameters given in Table 2, however by using much thicker substrate
thicknesses to reduce the ground coupling effect [51, 58, 59]. The numerical analyses were performed by using
the same waveguide simulation setup (see Figure 3a) in CST. The relevant results given in Figure 8 reveal the
systematic redshifts with the increased substrate thicknesses, supporting the results given in [11, 12, 17, 28, 29,
34, 35, 42, 44, 50, 51]. In addition, Figure 9 reveals the reduced or negligible coupling between the resonators
and the ground plane. Different than Figure 7, the opposite current distributions observed in the ground plane
are disappeared. Moreover, no significant current distribution related to the coupling is observed. Therefore,
it has been evaluated that the reason of the blueshifts in Figure 4 is the coupling which occur between the
resonator structure and the ground plane.

Figure 8. The absorption spectra of the resized (a) CRR and (b) SRR structures with increased substrate thicknesses
(ddiel ) obtained by waveguide simulation setup.
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Figure 9. The surface current plots on (a) CRR (ddiel = 29 mm and tanδ = 0.002) and (b) SRR (ddiel = 26 mm and
tanδ = 0.002) based absorbers at their resonance frequencies obtained by waveguide simulation setup.

4.4. Comparison of the waveguide and free-space simulation results

The main characterizations in this study were performed by using an S-band rectangular waveguide setup.
As the main advantages, the waveguide setup enables us to simulate an array behavior by using a unit-cell
structure and it does not need an anechoic chamber environment [53]. However, the waveguide setup does not
support a plane wave propagation [60]. On the other hand, placing the design in the middle of the waveguide
crosssection is expected to reduce the effects of longitudinal H-field components in TE10 mode of excitation
[53]. Nevertheless, we compared the results obtained by the rectangular waveguide setup (Figure 3a) and free-
space setup (Figure 3b) for both SRR and CRR structure as presented in Figure 10. The results show that
the waveguide and free-space results are very consistent. The small discrepancies are thought to be due to the
excitation signal differences, where in the waveguide setup a TE10 mode is used and in the free-space setup the
plane wave excitation is used.

Figure 10. The comparison of the waveguide results with that of free-space results in simulations for (a) CRR and (b)
SRR based absorbers having several substrate thicknesses (ddiel ). Where, solid, and dashed lines belong to the results
for waveguide and free-space simulations, respectively.

Investigation of the effects of crosspolarization reflection in addition to copolarized reflection is possible
with CST floquet port excitation by using the first two modes 4. Here we want to note that the crosspolarization
reflections are practically zero in both CRR and SRR designs depending on the CST simulations.

4foot1
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5. Conclusion
In this study, detailed parametrical analyses were performed to reveal the effects of substrate parameters (i.e.
substrate thickness and substrate loss tangent) on the absorption spectrum of CRR and SRR based absorbers
in S-band. The results show that the choice of substrate thickness, without changing its loss tangent, is not only
effective on f0 but also on the absorption peak level. These substrate thickness analyses have been supported
by complex impedance plots, where the real parts of the normalized impedances are nearly unity at the cases
where the maximum absorption are obtained. This observation comes together with a design flexibility that
a perfect absorption may be possible by tuning the substrate material properties rather than tuning metallic
resonator design parameters. Specifically, almost perfect absorptions have been obtained for CRR and SRR
based absorbers for the substrate thicknesses 1.016 mm and 1.524 mm, respectively. On the other hand, it has
been shown that the coupling between the resonator and the metallic ground plane has an important effect on
the shift behavior of the resonance frequency. In more detail, for both CRR and SRR structure, a blueshift
behavior was observed for the lower substrate thicknesses where the coupling between the resonator and the
ground plane was effective and a redshift behavior was observed for the higher substrate thicknesses where the
coupling between the resonator and the ground plane was neglected. Moreover, it has been presented that the
response of the absorption spectra on the changes of substrate thickness and substrate loss tangent are very
similar regardless of whether the resonance is LC-or a dipole-type. Lastly, it has been shown that the waveguide
simulations results are very consistent with the unit-cell free-space simulation setup, for our design. It is believed
that the results fill a gap in the literature and are useful especially for metamaterial or resonator-based absorber
designs.
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